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VSHA President Barrie Webster introduced Harald Wolf: 

Harald is a geologist with extensive experience in the study of 
earthquakes and their consequences. His career spans the wide range of 
being a consultant to mining companies to membership of the Board of 
Sierra Club. He has given many public lectures with the aim of 
encouraging community-building in case of the anticipated major 
earthquake at the West Coast of North America. 

__________________________________________________________ 

Harald’s presentation focused on building resilience in the communities 
which are at risk of major earthquakes; since in case of such events all 
communications and transportation will be cut off – especially for 
Vancouver Island. 

Harald spoke of the biological origin of resilience, and compared resilience 
with preparedness: resilience is about relationships and is community-
driven, long-term, and ongoing. 
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We live on the floating crust of the Earth. The Pacific plate is stuck 
against the Continental shelf and the pressure is building up. The area of 
this pressure buildup is 1000 kilometers long, from California to 
Vancouver Island. The fault line runs just below Victoria, to the west. 

The west coast of the US is moving northwards at the speed of 8 
millimeters a year and pressing against the Canadian plate. In case of a 
major earthquake in the subduction zone the land will sink 1.5 meters.  
The entire Delta area including Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal and 
Vancouver Airport which are sitting on recent geological deposits will be 
vulnerable in time of earthquake. Victoria is at the end of supply line and 
all supplies will be disrupted. Victoria’s water supply, coming from Sooke 
Lake, will also be disrupted since it runs through the fault line. The I-5 
bridges from California to BC will collapse, disrupting food supplies to 
British Columbia for a very long time. Power lines will be vulnerable as 
well as natural gas lines. All our fuels are based on just-in-time deliveries 
and have to be trucked over the Malahat which will be impassable 
following a major earthquake. 

 We need to focus on local food growing and production and building 
community networks. Resilient Street in Victoria West is building links 
to neighbors on the street to ensure mutual assistance in crisis times. We 
on Vancouver Island are very vulnerable; disruptions anywhere along the 
supply line will affect us seriously. We need a change of attitude. 

____________________________________________________________ 

The presentation generated much interest and there were many questions 
and discussions afterwards. There were questions about fracking which 
always changes the dynamics of the surrounding lands. It was 
emphasized that local governments, dominated by “experts”, are not 
dealing with real (practical) problems: building solar panels for houses 
and developing geothermal energy to ensure local energy supplies. 

 


